Abstract: Network Intrusion Detection is a complex classification problem aimed at discriminating the legitimate from illegitimate and potentially harmful network connections over the communication network. What adds to the complexity of the problem is the near real-time response to a threat, imbalanced datasets to deal with and finally the data being mixed in nature with some features being numeric some discrete and some nominal. In this work we have applied Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) to balance the dataset and eliminate the skewness of the class distribution. The success of k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) depends upon the set of neighbours deemed to be very close or similar to a data point which is in turn determined by the similarity/distance metric employed, where most of the metrics employed in literature deal with numeric data only, and either need conversion of categorical features to numeric features or simply eliminated the categorical features, which often leads to reduction in the results. As for this work is considered, we take into consideration both the categories of features simultaneously by replacing the conventional Euclidean metric with Gower metric, which is better suited for mixed data. Gower metric provides a mechanism to deal with heterogeneous features differently and ultimately yields a quantifiable value that determines the similarity of the two instances. Experimental results show that improvised version of k-NN outperforms its conventional counterpart in terms of the Accuracy, Detection Rate, Precision, Recall, f-Measure, and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
Introduction
The increased use of online services has made the security of networks/systems more important than ever before. The three main principles that ensure only the authorized and authentic personals have access to information i.e., Confidentiality, Availability, and Integrity must be upheld at all the times of system operations [1] . Due to the fact that more and more services are being put online, the Internet has become an engine of communication and on a constant basis, attackers endeavour to penetrate them to steal information [2] . Internet being laid down as a distributed commodity lacks the focal security system, and it is the responsibility of the network administrators to safeguard the interests of their organizations [3] . This quest of securing the networks from the users with destructive mind set has resulted in a lot of devices being surfaced up. Most popular of them all is automatic Intrusion Detection System (IDS). An IDS is a device against whom the responsibility of discriminating the normal and hazardous traffic traversing the network is laid on [4] .
Automatic IDS has enjoyed lots of attention and acceptance due to the fact that it doesn't need human intervention which proves to be inefficient more often than not. An IDS can be categorized as HostBased IDS (HIDS) or Network-Based IDS (NIDS) [5] based on the scope of surveillance, where HIDS is installed on individual computer systems and hence are very close to the target of the attacker. These IDS are very effective for point attacks where the attacker aims at attacking an individual machine, but are pretty ineffective for distributed attacks. Conversely, NIDS is installed at the entry point of the network i.e., just behind the firewall and there is usually only one instance of NIDS per network setup. An ideal security mechanism should have a combination of HIDS and NIDS working in collaboration. Based on the detection methodology at the heart, an IDS can be categorized as Misuse based or Anomaly based [6] , where misuse based maintains a signature base of attacks and compares the captured traffic for any match from the signature base, while as anomaly based IDS learns a model for normal data, and checks how closely the captured data resembles the learnt model [7] . If it differs by more than some threshold, then is an attack else a normal connection. Misuse based systems are very effective for detecting the known attacks but are rendered helpless while encountering new attacks or the even variations of the known attacks for that case. Anomaly based methods on the other hand are able to find out the unknown attacks but suffer from the False Positives [8, 9] .
A lot of Machine Learning (ML) techniques have been applied for NID for a long time now all focusing on different aspects of IDS and improving different parameters [10, 11] . In this work we applied a simple most lazy learner i.e., k-NN to solve the problem at hand. k-NN being simple most ML algorithm doesn't have any training phase rather it delays all the processing for the testing phase. Since, the only benchmark dataset for IDS i.e., the KDD99 dataset is mixed nature with some features being numeric and some being nominal. A classification algorithm that works only in numeric or only in nominal space is bound to produce inaccurate results. We in this work tried to care for this problem by the application of Gower index, that is better-suited similarity measure for mixed data, which doesn't need the conversion of nominal to numeric features or vice versa. In this work, we applied the standard Gower where the weight for each feature is set to 1 and hence each feature is deemed equally important for classification. The setup is tested over varying neighbourhood sizes from 5 to 10 at on each neighbourhood size the improvised k-NN outperforms its conventional counterpart based on the Euclidean distance that is well suited for numeric data only.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief literature review about various works is given in section 2, materials and methods employed in this work are discussed in section 3. Section 4, presents the methodology of the paper. Results and discussion are given in section 5. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 6.
Literature review
Due to the simplicity of lazy classifiers they have been pretty popular for the classification problem, they provide an idea about how much the proposed model has gained in terms of accuracy. It is common in ML fraternity that the proposed complex model is usually tested with k-NN to show how much improvement was acquired as in [12, 13] where the idea of k-NN is just to provide an idea about he attained improvement of results. Mostly k-NN is complimented with some weighting function so as to avoid useless features dominate the final classification as in [14 -16] , since there is still the need of conversion of the features this negatively impacts the classification process. Mostly k-NN using Euclidean distance has been applied for classification which needs the nominal features to be converted in numeric features, which in turn has a negative effect on the classification. The success of k-NN is highly dependent on the quality of the neighbours selected which in turn is highly dependent on the similarity measure applied. Lots of similarity distance measures have been applied off late like Minkowskian [17, 18] , Mahalanobis [19, 20] and Point Based [21] . All the works mentioned above make use of metrics that are effective for numeric data and often lead to lead poor performances of the heterogeneous datasets Heterogeneity is at the core of NID, since the standard dataset for Network Intrusion Detection is mixed in nature with few attributes being nominal and few numeric, this warrants of some metric that is able to respect the diversity of the dataset and is able to find out the neighbors which are indeed much similar to the starting point and hence highly effects the classification.
Material and methods
In the next few subsections we present an exhaustive discussion of various materials and methods applied in this work. [22] is highly adaptable to versatile environment and have potential to habituate almost everything ranging from vision to bio-informatics to graphical structure and so on. It's used both in Classification and Regression problems. k-NN belongs to non-parametrized group of probabilistic distributions. There requires no learning procedure beforehand only when the prediction is demanded the learning begins, so its aptly called as lazy learning algorithm. It's also referred as instance based learning due to property of training the model over raw instances. The theory of k-NN is to sort out a set of training samples which are neighbouring in distance to the point to be predicted and label it accordingly. The count of samples to be considered is either user defined or will vary according to density of points. Most commonly used distance measure along k-NN is Euclidean distance. But other distance measures such as Hamming distance, Manhattan distance, Minkowski distance, Tanimoto distance, Jaccard distance, Mahalanobis distance and Cosine distance.
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The selection of k value plays the crucial role in k-NN algorithm. In case of Regression problem, the prognosis is done by,
Where is the n th case of the sample and is the result of the query. In case of Classification problem, the prognosis in done on voting scheme, where the label which wins the majority of votes claims the point to be under its classification.
Collect the Sample data set S={a n , b n } a is the data point; b is the associated labelling 3: Calculate the K-factor value ℵ
4:
Obtain the variable newa which requires to be labelled 5: Retrieve the closest data-points of the newa based on the K-factor ℵ and distance measure ℸ 6: for all i in Countof ℵ do: 7: if X have lesser ℑ then: 8: ℵ []=ai 9: end if 10: end for 11: Each ℑ is of threshold distance measure 12: Acquire the number of votes
… … … , 13: Find the class containing the majority number of votes in etai which wins the label b to the newa 14: end procedure
KDD99 dataset
The first version of KDD99 [23] dataset namely DARPA98 was generated by a group of Lincoln Laboratories at MIT University. They performed a simulation of normal and attack connections over the military network and the data traversing over the communication lines were captured. The dataset is in total comprised of 9 weeks of raw TCP dump files and is divided into two subgroups part of spared for testing and rest for training. The training data consists of 7 weeks captured being processed into approx. 5 million connections and is about 4 GB in size. The rest two weeks' data was processed into 2 million connections and used for testing purpose. Totally there are connections in the dataset pertaining to 23 different attack groups coarsely categorized in 4 broad categories i.e., Denial of Service (DOS), Probe, Remote to Local (R2L) and User to Root (U2R) attacks. The test set contains 15 different attacks from 4 different groups. Both training, as well as a test set, are drawn from different frequency distributions. For each connection vector, 41 attributes and a class label were extracted using a tool known as BRO-IDS. These 41 features are categorized into three groups i.e., intrinsic features, content features, and traffic features. The features are mixed some being numeric like some being nominal and some being binary like. Appropriate pre-processing is used to before passing this data to a classifier. Despite suffering from severe criticism for being redundant, outdated and skewed, it is still continuing to be popular for IDS classifier evaluation. Due to the finiteness of the processing capabilities of any machine, full data has been seldom used. Usually, a carefully drawn subset of the full dataset is considered, and also a lot of research has been done in selecting highly discriminative features from a set of 41 features.
SMOTE
SMOTE [24] is a synthetic oversampling technique that is aimed at producing the instances of the classes synthetically. The generated instances are created synthetically rather than simply repeating few instances in the dataset, which lead to over-fitting of the classifier as it has to deal with repetitions of few instances only. At the depth what SMOTE does it employs a k-NN to find out the neighbours of instances and then applies a well-defined mathematical function to generate new instances. SMOTE motivated by a procedure that demonstrated to be effective for handwritten character recognition produces engineered instances in a less applicationspecific manner, by working in space" rather than end for
where index keeps track of the number of synthetic symbols generated.
Gower metric
Off late Euclidean metric has been the most popular distance metric among the ML fraternity giving the simplicity of its calculation in addition to the solid mathematical foundation. Even though it has enjoyed a lot of popularity among statisticians, mathematicians and to some extent Machine Learning Experts also, but what is peculiar to machine learning is the mixed nature of the data. Dataset having nominal and numeric attributes at the same time is a routine matter in ML. Till now the approaches that have been reported mostly perform the conversion of the nominal attributes to the numeric attributes. Here in this paper, we skip the details about various conversion algorithms, although for reference the detailed survey of such methods can be found in [25] . The problem with the conversion methods is that there is not the implicit meaning of the assigned values to the attribute and no natural relation between attribute values and its representation. What is actually needed is some sort of metric that can deal with mixed data, and can effectively compute the distance (Similarity) between instances. Review of the literature has shown that many distance metrics for mixed data have been proposed in different studies from time to time, and the one that received lots of attentions over the decades is Gower Index, although incepted for the biological studies, has been applied to the diverse fields of classification for last few decades. Gower's Similarity Coefficient is one among the prominent measure which reveals the similarity or dissimilarity betwixt the neighbourhoods and has strong roots in the ecological study. It's quite popular due to its genuinely to measure the closeness among mixed data types. Based on the comparison of pairwise items, the Gower's coefficient will be able to credit differential weights over the similarity record obtained. As said earlier the scores can be enumerated over diversified types of characteristics including categorical (dichotomous, nominal, interval, or ratio scale, ...) or numeric (real or integer quantities)). In order to calculate Gower's Similarity Coefficient, let's take into consideration two instances namely and with N features, now the Gower ( , )
This Gower function is essence is the weighted average of the distances of different variables. Here in this work we have set = 1 for all the features meaning that each feature has equal say in determining the class of the record.
Methodology
The experiments start with the subset selection of the data, as it would not be possible to use the whole of the dataset due to the computational constraints. Care was taken to maintain the representation from all the classes of the data. The drawn subset was subjected to random under sampling of the majority class and SMOTE based oversampling of the minority classes. As for this work is considered in order to apply Gower metric 7 symbolic features were converted into numeric form. The numeric for a feature was not assigned arbitrarily rather we made use of indicator variables in which a group of binary variables was used to represent each symbolic attributes. This resulted in the expansion of dataset to a total of 119 dimensions. After conversion of attributes features were scaled to [0-1] range so as to avoid features with small numeric values being dominated by the features with larger values. From here onwards the k-NN is used to classify the dataset using tenfold cross-validation, here we have replaced the traditional Euclidean distance with the Gower metric. Moreover, we have also used the balanced data without binarization as such and applied k-NN implementing Euclidean distance to be sure that the proposed model has actually improved the results for all the groups of attacks as well as normal data connections.
Results and discussion
The proposed system is evaluated using five different performance metrics over five different neighbourhood sizes. In the following few subsections we will first discuss about each metric and also mention their formulae and finally present the results of the proposed Gower k-NN and at the same time compare it with Simple k-NN i.e., applying distance measures suited for numeric data only such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, Chebchev Distance, and finally the Camberra distance. The purpose of this comparison is to provide test out how the proposed change of distance metric effects the accuracy of any k-NN based IDS. As it has been already mentioned that an IDS is bound to produce very superior results if it can discover ideal neighbours that is in turn controlled by the distance measure employed. Once the distance measure is selected there is only on hyper parameter that needs to be set i.e., size of the neighborhood or in other words we can say value of k. Various distance measures employed for comparison in this paper are calculated as given in Table 1 below.
As can be seen from the table above all the distance measures documented unanimous way of calculating the distance between instances without taking into consideration the type of the attributes. Both numeric and categorical attributes are dealt with same treatment. This bogus assumption of homogenous treatment of all the types of attributes has effect on classification problems in general and ID in particular. The need was to augment the k-NN with a metric that is suited for mixed data hence Gower metric was employed. Figure 1 presents the line diagram of Accuracy of the system over five different neighbourhood sizes. Accuracy of a system is calculated using the following formula = ( + )/( + + + )where TP stands for True Positive, TN stands from True Negative, FP stands for False Positive and FN stands for False Negative.
Accuracy
As can be seen from the figure above Gower k-NN yields better accuracy than normal k-NN over all neighbourhood sizes. Only when neighbourhood size is set to 7 both the models report same accuracy, from that point onward the accuracy of simple k-NN drops again but that of improvised k-again tends to increase, because of the fact Gower metric gives good measure of similarity. Figure 2 presents the line diagram for precision of simple k-NN and Gower k-NN over varying neighbourhood sizes. The precision of any system is calculated as = /( + ). As can be seen from the figure for all the neighbourhood sizes from 5 to 9 improvised k-NN yields higher Precision than the simple k-NN. At all the values of k there is a considerable difference between the Precision of the two models, not even on one k value the simple k-NN has as good Precision as the improvised k-NN. Figure 3 presents the line diagram for recall of simple k-NN and Gower k-NN over varying neighbourhood sizes. The precision of any system is calculated as = /( + ) . As can be seen from the figure almost on all the values of k improvised k-NN has better recall than simple k-NN with Euclidean distance. Only at one value of k the two systems yield same Recall. ). As can be seen from the figure given below Gower k-NN yields very high f-Measure than simple k-NN over all the neighbourhood sizes. The difference between the two is considerable at all the k values. are two-dimensional graphs in which TP rate is plotted on the Y axis and FP rate is plotted on the X axis. An ROC graph depicts relative trade-offs between benefits (true positives) and costs (false positives). Since ROC are actually curves in the real life to use them for measuring the effectiveness of classifier we calculate area under curve. As it is pretty evident from the figure given below that on all but one k values Gower k-NN has better ROC value than simple k-NN.
Precision
Recall
f-measure
ROC
As can be seen from the discussion above that the improvised k-NN with Gower metric outperforms all other versions of k-NN on almost all neighborhood sizes. The reason for this appreciable improvement is attributes to the fact that the success of k-NN is determined by the quality of its neighbourhood which is in turn determined by the distance/similarity function employed. Any metric that needs the conversion of the attributes or simply discards the heterogeneity is bound to sacrifice on the results. Hence the metrics suited for homogenous data perform pretty poorly when put to deal with heterogeneous data. From the results we can easily claim that the proposed model is capable of respecting the diversity of the data and hence enjoys the improved results in terms of Accuracy, Precision, Recall, f-Measure and ROC.
As it is pretty clear by now that there are attacks pertaining to different groups in the KDD99 dataset. Not just attacks, there are connections in the datasets that represent normal transactions. An ideal IDS is one that has acceptable detection rate for all the groups of attacks as with the least false positive rate. What that means that IDS should be capable of detecting the normal data connections effectively and should not be blocked on the suspicion of being attacks. Since the problem at hand is a multiclass classification problem and classifier model should be able to effectively detect all the groups of attack. Actually, in total, there is a group of 23 attacks in the dataset, these attacks as already mentioned in categorized in four different broad groups i.e, DoS, Probe, R2L and U2R. There have been few works that have reported the classification for each group of the attacks of the dataset. Likewise, we also in this work have tried to check out how the proposed method work at the category level. A comparison of proposed work with some of the proposed method with some of the prominent works in the field that have mentioned put the results at each category level is given in the Table 1 .
As can be seen from the table given above, no reported work has equally appreciable detection rate for all the groups of attacks. The reason for the underperformance of the models may not be pinned down to one, many of them can affect the detection rate Class Imbalance, Skewness, and unsuitable metric being a few. We in this work have taken care of most of the problem that results in the lower detection rate for minimal classes, and this effort has indeed improved the results as can be easily concluded from the table. Still, there is some scope for improvement for U2R and R2L attack group. Which we believe can be attained by using variable weight mechanism for Gower metric as the present setup assigns equal weights to all features (i.e., for All Wx=1), this bias handicaps k-NN allowing redundant, irrelevant and other imperfect features to influence the distance computation, the presence of such features would more often than not prove to be detrimental for classification which can be eliminated by controlling the influence of such variables of such features on the classification.
Conclusion
We in this paper have presented an improvised of a k-NN classifier that is aimed at respecting the diversity of the data for network intrusion detection. The dataset for network intrusion detection being mixed in nature caused bias in the classifier when Euclidean distance measure is used. Gower metric which is better suited for the mixed data was applied to replace the conventional and highly popular Euclidean distance. Experiments were run on varying neighbourhood sizes from five to ten, and for each neighbourhood size, the results were checked using 10-fold cross validation. Results have shown that on almost all the neighbourhood sizes our improvised k-NN performs better than its conventional counterpart. The reason for this appreciable improvement is attributes to the fact that the success of k-NN is determined by the quality of its neighbourhood which is in turn determined by the distance/similarity function employed. Any metric that needs the conversion of the attributes or simply discards the heterogeneity is bound to sacrifice on the results. Here in this work we have employed the Gower metric which is much suited for the mixed data as it provides an integrated mechanism to deal with the heterogeneous data simultaneously, the effects of which are very much clear. This can be seen from the result section where the proposed model work appreciably better than the existing systems suitable for homogenous systems. The proposed system can be employed in any heterogeneous classification environment with acceptable performance. As for this work is concerned we have made an assumption that all the features are equally essential for classification but that is not true in reality, in a case there might be some features that are useful but less important than others. Assigning equal weights to all the features is practically little inappropriate. As an extension of this work, we would like to see the effects of different feature weights of the Gower metric and in addition to reduced time complexity, we would try to make use of similarity tree and similarity caching methods.
